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Conservation and Industrial Archaeology: Recent
Work by the National Trust (N.S )

RICHARD MACKAY

Australia has a rich and varied industrial heritage. Although numerous important sites have been
preserved through well deserved state-funded conservation programmes, the future many sites
will depend on their capacity forfinancially viable continuing use. In this paper Richard Mackay, an
archaeologist with the National Trust ofAustralia (NS. W.j, outlines some of the work of the Trust
in identification of significant industrial sites and in liaison with their owners. The paper then
examines a range of case studies which demonstrate different approaches to cultural resource
management. In the case ofprivately owned sites, such as the Canterbury or Mtttagong
Malting>, it is that conservation is best achieved through encouraging imaginative re-use
by sympathetic owners. Public utilities like bridges or railways. however, must usually remain in
their traditional use to survive. An exception to this general situation is presented in the last case

study. the adaptation of an historic railway bridge to a modern cvctewav
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number of government authorities are to be commended for
their active role in the conservation of sites in this way. The
New South Wales National Parks and Wildlife Service. for
example, is doing excellent work at a number of mining sites,
military installations and at quarantine station. This
treatment is much a 'pure conservation' approach, albeit
for public Such sites. however, are in the minority;
moreover. the maximum capacity for operating industrial
museums is fast approaching. Clearly, conservation will never
be at a where every significant redundant industrial
feature can afforded such treatment.

This paper briefly describes the work of the National Trust
in New South Wales in industrial site survey and assessment,
and draws attention to the network of liaison committees
which the Trust has established with relevant statutory
authorities, The paper then examines a number of case studies
involving various industrial sites in New South Wales (Fig. 1)
which, though individually significant, are not all of outstanding
heritage importance. These present a range of
management options which have proven to be financially
viable and others which have been unsuccessful. In all cases
it has become clear that consultation with the responsible
authority is a vital to any conservation action.

Since 1978 the National Trust in New South Wales has (wirh
the assistance of the National Estate Grants Programme)
been actively involved in the of a Master List of
Industrial Archaeological Sites, list now comprises

1600 sites which have been to the
National Trust and which are known to be.cor

are to be, of cultural relics or other
evidence of industrial within New South Wales.

its the Natioa al
task of an d

~''''''Ui';H a number have bee n
the National Trust and listed in the National

Trust the rate at which sites added to the Master
List far exceeds the present and
ment. The Master List. purpos

Australians are now becoming increasingly aware of the
importance of our rich industrial heritage. It will be years
before redundant industrial features, particularly those con
sidered to lack any architectural or aesthetic merits. are
viewed with the same reverence in this country as they are in
the United Kingdom and the United States of America.
However, the community as a whole is becoming more
cognizant of the need to retain tangible relics and reminders
of the workplaces of our forbears. The last decade has seen
the establishment of a growing number of museums at industrial
complexes and historic sites. selected specifically to ensure
the preservation and interpretation of buildings and areas
which highlight the industrial development of this country.
The resources available to those wishing to preserve such
sites (solely on the basis of their historical and technological
merit), are far short of those needed to conserve even a repre
sentative sample of the total number.

The identification and conservation of highly significant
sites in a range of industries must be a major objective of
cultural resource managers. Survey and assessment of
industrial sites is proceeding at a limited pace and there is a
strong case for the allocation of additional funding for projects
which identify those sites which are really significant and
which warrant special conservation measures. The point
which is stressed in this is not the enormities of the task
of surveying and sites, for it should eventually
be possible to consider systematically identified industrial
site. What is a more difficult issue. once importance of a
specific site has been established, is the need to find ways by
which the on-going maintenance and, where appropriate,
restoration of the site can be achieved. In a recent in
Heritage Australia. Helen outlined a convincing
for the preservation of industrial sites.' She
examined case studies of the conservation of workrng

the conservation of an inactive site. and the rescue
and of artefacts as the

products of . In the sites,
state-funded conservation and sites
which are considered of can be

museums or historic sites, A
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Fig, 1 Location otsitcs mentioned in text.

concerned. Active involvement of the authority's personn el
in In the National Trust even
receives a small annual payment, assist in the provision of
advice on matters provided through the liaison
committee,

7"1"""",1, these liaison committees it is possible to encourage
government authorities in the active roles which many are
now in the conservation of industrial sites, It would be
wrong to assume that the existence of these groups results in
a perfectly solution in every case. Strong
differences of occur; the main advantage in such
cases is that each is well briefed on the situation in
advance of the to a head.

not

matters of mutual
oruanisations represented and assist

considerations are
planning, before the

to
the National

impending demolitions
has the opportunity to promote a

the conservation of the item concerned
efforts towards a similar item which

also contribute
assessment programme, by combining

with of sites controlled
part

benefits of this

in that it includes sites that are in the National Trust Register
which have to be and sites which alt hough

determined inclusion in the rs.ezisrer
sufficient interest to

Even in where all other data is the
existence and location within the Master List

is invaluable when the National Trust is called upon to
comment on local environment or to advise on the
environmental developments. The

such as the Master
List. vital first stage of any systematic
process of survey and assessment.

of the most nroductive of the National Trust's
effort in ;n<1""tri,,1 archaeologv been the establishment of
liaison committees, which of the
Trust and different statutory authorities. the National
Trust has established these with the

of Main Roads, Authority, the
Maritime ,"el'vi,'e~ Board, the Board and the Elecrricity
Commission, KegUJar meetings are also held with the

the cases, of the ""',ll;""'"
Council of Wales are also invited to on these
committees,

The liaison committees meet to
concern to
conservation
taken into aCI:01Hlt

of the
which is
Trust is
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6: Lattice girder road at Aberdeen. The new
has spans. alignment and similar to the old
utilises steel technotogv. tceproaucea by courtesv
IvlcMillan Britton Kell Ply

Shire Council, pays for the maintenance of the bridge for
pedestrian use. It is hoped that it will be possible to establish
a similar local trust fund to achieve the preservation of the
Gundagai road and rail viaducts,

By far the most innovative and successful of recent plans
the Department of Main Roads to retain historic in

use is at Aberdeen in the Hunter Valley, This is
renowned for its lines, well-balanced design, ,,,,,'L,,~,.,n

piers and stone abutments. It has been a prominent landmark
for a century. In this case it was clearly established that the
existing bridge was inadequate for the volume of traffic but
was perfectly capable of carrying expected traffic loads.
Initially the construction a replacement was con
templated. It was, however. decided that the construction of
a duplicate would best serve the interests of both users
and conservationists. The Department employed consultants
who a new which has similar spans and the
same alignment and design details as the existing

but incorporates modern steel technology Wig. 6).
The only difference is that the old bridge
features a lattice truss and the new bridge a Warren truss.
Together. the old and new bridges will be adequate for traffic
needs well into the next century, but more importantly, the
new bridge rather than intrudes upon the visu al
qualities of the

An even more m
acnievinv the nrie~prv,ltHH1

a result of the and innovation of public
works engineers the quality of local timbers. The replace-
ment of members is a traditional and continuing part of the
maintenance of a timber bridge and it should be borne in
mind that a timber bridge seen in the 1980s differs in its fabric
from the same bridge in the 1890s. even if the is the
same.

One important achievement of the New South Wales
Department of Main Roads has been the commissioning of a
manual on the maintenance of timber-truss bridges. The
Department is to be on this initiative. which
will not promote of these important
items but also be a solution to traffic-management
problems.

One timber-truss which illustrates an
management option is de Burgh's Bridge across the Lane
Cove River at Ryde. This bridge, an unusual 'de Burgh' truss,
was initially owned and maintained bv the New South Wales
Department of Main Roads. More recently, however, it has
been owned and maintained by the Sydney Water Board
because the bridge has been used to carry water-main.
The Water Board now has an alternative water-main available
and wishes to dispose the bridge. The present proposal is
that it should be transferred to the control of the State
Recreation Area within which it is located and that it should
be maintained in perpetuity as an historic site. Should this
occur, it would indeed be the first instance in this country of
its kind. a number of precedents exist in the United
States of 13

The establishment of local trust is one conservation
procedure which has proved successful

the Malden near Picton." bridge,
one of real in New South Wales, was
constructed 1901. The has been
de-commissioned the of Main
a initiative. a local trust was established
the funds allocated for the

additional Council
Trust Fund.
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NOTES

1. Temple, H. 1985. Trash and treasure: the conservation of the
industrial relics of New South Wales, Heritage Australia 4 (1):
22-7.

2. Australia ICOMOS adopted the Burra Charter (as revised) on
23 February 1981. For a full explanation of the development of
the Charter and of the principles it contains, see: Kerr, J.S. J983.
The Burra Charter of Australia ICOMOS. in Bourke. M., Lewis.
M. & Saini. B. (eds) the past [or Proceedings
of the UNESCO Regional on Places. Aus-
tralian Government ~Publishing Service, Can berra: 220-27.

3. Kerr. op. cit.:

4. An account of the work at the North British Mine Maldon,
was presented Christopher Davey at the 1985 Conference of
the Australian for Historical Archaeology. (A paper
based on that presentation is included in this volume: Editor.)

5. Heritage Act, (New South Wales). 1977 No. 136. reprinted
22 August 1979. This Act. amongst other provisions, provides
for the making of conservation instruments or orders. These
may be Permanent. Interim (2 years duration) or Work (28

duration). and are made as appropriate over items deemed
to components of the State's environmental by the
Minister administering the Act. at the of the
Heritage Council of New South Wales.

6. Section 41 of the Act (op. cit.) provides for the sub,
mission of an objection the owner of a recommended
for a Permanent Conservation Order (see 5 above) on a
number of grounds. These include causing of undue financial
hardship or rendering of the building. work or relic incapable of
reasonable or economic use. In such circumstances, the Minister
responsible for administering the Act appoints a Commissioner

hold an inquiry, and makes a final determination based on the
evidence as summarized by the Commissioner.

7. Kerr. op. cit..

8. ibid.

9. Article 20: ibid.:

10. Burra Charter Article 2: 'The aim of conservation is to retain or
recover the cultural significance of a place and must include
provision for its security, maintenance and its future.'

For an aCCOl.Ll1t of the Maldon Bridge Trust arrangements see
Heritage Council of New South Wales Annual Report 1983.
Heritage Council of New South Wales. Sydney: 38.

on truckin, Society for
4) 6.

Bairstow, D. 1985. The Castlernaine and Great Northern
Breweries. Newcastle, New South Wales, Australian Journal of
Historical Archaeology 3: 70-78.

See Note 5 for explanation.

See for example: Anon. 1984. 4846
Industrial Newsletter 13

11.

12.

13.

14.

structural members which make this bridge significant. The
National Trust has co-ordinated discussions between nine
different statutory authorities: including local councils from
both sides of the bridge, the State Rail Authority, the Water
Board, the State Bicycle Advisory Committee and both state
and federal Departments of Employment. These discussions
have resulted in the construction of a cycleway across the
bridge. creating a significant amount of employment, providing
a worthwhile community facility, and inspiring the Water
Board to restore the bridge thereby achieving its long-term

The was officially opened on
December 1985 (one short of the bridge's centenary),

and it is a tribute to what can be achieved when bureaucracy
is to work in the cause of conservation.

CONCLUSION
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New South Wales contains an extremely rich industrial
b e r-ira o e more culturally significant sites than it is possible to
preserve or restore. For this reason, it is of paramount
importance that comprehensive survey and identification
programmes are undertaken which identify those sites which
are of such importance that conservation through nrp"f'rV:ltlnn

restoration or reconstruction justified. Although not dealt
with at any length in this paper. sites of this calibre clearly
deserve all the effort and resources which can be devoted to
them. It is also desirable that these sites are identified at an
early stage.

However. siznificant industrial sites are too numerous for
all to warrant 'pure conservation'. In many cases it is therefore
necessary to accept adaptation. While statutory protection
provisions are available in some cases. co-operation on the
part of sympathetic owners has been shown to be a more
effective means of an appropriate solution. Advance
planning with owners authorities. and provisions for
financial incentives, can contribute to the feasibility of a
project. Ultimate success of any scheme, from both a con
servation and financial viewpoint, will depend on the
production of an imaginative solution.

Th is paper. which was presented at the 1985
Conference of the Australian for Historical Archae-

has benefitted considerably from discussion with
Pearson. Helen "I·emple. Judy Birmingham. Chris

Pratten and Siobhan Lavelle. Much of the data presented has
been researched by Tony Brassil and the members of the
National Trust Industrial Archaeology Committee. Though
this assistance is gratefully acknowledged, any errors. omissions
or contentious suggestions are my own.
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